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of some 8000 examiners highly trained
in diverse technologies and in the legal
aspects of isolating significant informa -
tion from large technical files. Conse-
quently, there i s no a priori reason to
believe that there i s any single over -all
solution to the literature -search problem
in the Patent Office which will function
as effectively as this trained corps of
examiners. With this consideration in
mind, one area of the inventive arts was
selected for initial experimental investi -
gation in the hope that empirical solu-
tions in that area could be put into pro-
ductive operation. A bonus from the
solutions has been the development of
theoretical and experimental techniques

should prove applicable to the
searching of technical l i terature in other
areas with which the Patent Office i s
concerned.

The area selected for initial experi -
mental lnvcstigation was that of “Com-
position of Matter”--that is, patents gen-
erally concerned with what may loosely
be classified as chemistry. This area was
recommended for initial investigation by
the Advisory Committee on the Appli -
cation of Machines to Patent Office
Operations (2). Chemists have for a
long time been conccrncd with informa -
tion retrieval, and it was hoped that use
c e d d be made of some of the tech -
niques that the chcmists have developed.
A3 i t turned out, the experimental results
obtained took advantage of a technique
of chemistry that, historically, was prob-
ably not developed €or the purpose of
information retrieval-namely, the use
of chemical structural diagrams for de-
scribing the chemical naturr sf matter.

I t i s of paramount importance to
realize that in using automatic tech-
niques for the rctrievaI of technical in-
formation, no more information can be
obtained from a f i l e than that infor -
mation which i s represented in the fi le
according to a well -defined notational
scheme. Because the method of repre -
senting chcrnical structures in diagram-
matic form has just such properties, i t
was decided to experiment with the use
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Fig. 1. Fragment structure.
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Fig. 2. (Le f t ) Structure of brucine. (Right) Structure of codeine.

of SEAC for searching through files of
chemical structure diagrams in response
to search requests fed into the machine.

Searching Chemical Structures

in the “Zatopleg” (5) system of cipher -
ing structural formulas. Mooers’ method
of representing compounds provided the
basis for representing the input data in
the SEAC structure search routine de-
scribed below. Methods for actually
searching such data had to be developed.

In the system used on SEAC, each
atom in a structural diagram is numbered
serial ly in arbitrary order. One unit of
computu storage, called a word, i s given
to each atom to represent its position in
the structure. In each word are listed
the numbers of the other atoms, up to
four, that are attached to the atom sep-
resented by the word. The element sym-
bol and the serial number of the atom
are also placed in the word. Thus each
atom word has six fields; the serial num-
ber of the atom, four connections fields,
and an element symbol.

As an illustration, cansidrr the com-
pound, chloral, shown in Fig. 3. T h e cod-
ing would prowed as follows:

First, the atoms and all bonds other
than single bonds are numbered in any
arbitrary order as shown in Fig. 4. Then,
a list of the connections to each com-
ponent of the structure i s made, as
shown in Table 1. Finally, the element
symbol of the atom the word represents
i s put in each word, as shown in Table 2.

The l is t (Table 2) represents the com-
plete code for the structure. The struc -
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Fig. 3. Structure of chloral.
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Fig. 4. Structure with atoms and double
bond numbered.
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c r completely achieved in
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Conclusions




